
The Westbrook Seat presents a contemporary and 
stylish seating solution, made from high quality 
Naturally Very Durable Hardwood. The simple, 
natural appearance and robust construction means 
this seat is perfect for a range of external spaces and 
landscapes.

This seat can be used as a tree seat.

This seat can be configured to any required 
dimension and radius. Available straight, curved, 
circular, pentagon-shaped or C-shaped.

The unique features of this seat are; when chosen 
in a circular configuration is the addition of a 
uniformed circular backrest, which can be full or 
part sloping. 

A number of design features are available including 
armrests, adjustable legs to accommodate tree 
roots, skirts with access panels and routed text.

A choice leg finishes are available in Stainless Steel, 
Corten Steel, Galvanised Mild Steel and Powder 
Coated Steel.

This seat can also be fitted with flush lighting 
underneath to enhance public spaces at night.

A Stainless Steel ‘trickstoppa’ can be factory or 
retro-fitted to seating to deter skateboarders.

Available in FSC Certified Hardwood.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

WESTBROOK SEAT
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Woodscape products are manufactured 
from Naturally Very Durable Hardwoods, 
sourced from sustainable forests, as 
standard. As an FSC® certified supplier we 
can manufacture our products using FSC 
certified timber as required.
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C-Shaped Westbrook Seat with partial sloping backrest.
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This Westbrook Seat has specially engraved text and plaques in connection to the surrounding 
area. Featuring a part-sloping backrest, flush LED skirt lighting and adjustable legs and sub-frame.

C-Shaped Westbrook Seat with part-sloping backrest.
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Technical Data: Circular Westbrook Seat 2400 with uniformed backrest
Please contact Woodscape for standard or bespoke detailed customer drawings.


